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Abstmct-This is the second of a two-part paper, inves
tlgating the stability properties of a system of multiple
mobile agents with double integrator dynamics. In this

second part, we allow the topology of t h e control interconnections between the agents in the group to vary with
time. SpeciAcally, the control law of an agent depends
on the state of a set of agents that are within a certain

.

neighborhood around it, As t h e agents m o v e around this

Separation: steer t o avoid crowding local Hockmates.
Alignment: steer towards the average heading of
local Hockniates.
Cohesion: steer to move toward the average position of local Hockmat,es.

set changes, giving rise to a dynamic control interconnection topology and a switching control law. T h i s control
law consists of a a combination of attractive/repulsive
and alignment forces. The former ensure collision avoidance and cohesion of t h e group and the latter result to
all agents attaining a common heading angle, exhibiting flocking motion. Despite the use of only local in-

formation and the time varying nature of agent interac-

tion which affects the local controllers, flocking motion
is established, as long as connectivity in the neighboring
graph is maintained.

I. Introduction
Over the past decade a considerable amount of attention has been focused on the problem of coordinated
motion of multiple autonomous agents. Related problems have been studied in ecology and theoretical biology, in the context of animal aggregation and social
cohesion in animal groups, statistical physics and complexity theory, non-equilibrium phenomena in manydegree-of-freedom dynamical systems, as well as in distributed control of multiple vehicles and formation control (see Part I of this paper [lo] and the references
within). Researchers from many different communities
have been trying to develop an understanding of how a
group of moving agents can move in a formation only
using local interactions and without a global supervisor.
In 1986 Craig Reynolds [SI developed a computer animation model for coordinated motion of groups of animals such as bird flocks and fish schools. A similar
model was proposed in 1995 by Vicsek et al. [ll]. In
Vicsek model, each agent heading is updated as the average of the headings of agent itself with its nearest
neighbors plus some additive noise. Numerical simulations in ill] indicate the spontaneous development of
coherent collective motion, resulting in the headings of
all agents to converge to a common value. The first rigorous proof of convergence for Vicsek’s model (in the
noisefree case) was given in 16). Reynolds’ model suggests that flocking is the combined result of three simple
steering rules, which each agent independently follows:
0-7803-7924-1/03/$17.00 Q2003 IEEE

In Reynolds’ model, each agent can access the whole
scene’s geometric description, but Hocking requires that
it reacts only to flockmates within a certain small neighborhood around itself. The superposition of these three
rules results in all agents moving in a formation, while
avoiding collision.
In the first part of the paper, we demonstrated how
Hocking occurs when each agent is steered using state
information from a fixed set of intercomected neighbors. The topology of the control interconnections was
fixed and time invariant. In this paper we show that
this can also be achieved in the case where the topology
is dynamic. Distancebased dynamic agent interactions
can now guarantek collision avoidance, regardless of the
structure of the interconnection graph. Another distinguishing characteristic of rangedependent agent interactions is that the control laws may be switching. Control discontinuities require a stability analysis within
the framework of Filippov solutions and nonsmooth stability. Our stability analysis and control design combines results from classical control theory, mechanics,
algebraic graph theory, nonsmooth analysis and Lyapunov stability for nonsmooth systems. We show that
whenever the the graph representing the nearest neighbor relations is connected, all agent velocities converge
to the same vector and pairwise distances are stabilized.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section I1 we
define the problem addressed in this paper and sketch
the solution approach. Some basic facts from algebraic
graph theory are presented in Section 111. Section IV
introduces the control scheme. A brief introduction to
nonsmooth stability is given in section IV,to pave the
way for the stability analysis of Section VI. The results
of Section VI are verified in Section VI1 via numerical
simulations. Section VI11 summarizes the results and
highlights our key points.
2016

An (undirected) graph B consists of a vertex set, V ,
and an edge set E , where an edge is an unordered pair
of distinct vertices in 8. If x , y E V , and ( x , y ) E E ,
then x and y are said to be adjacent, or neighbors and
y. A path of length r
we denote this by writing x
from vertex x to vertex y is a sequence of r 1 distinct
vertices starting with x and ending with y such that
consecutive vertices are adjacent. If there is a path
between any two vertices of a graph 8, then 0 is said
to be connected. An orientation of a graph B is the
assignment of a direction to each edge, so that the edge
( i , j ) is now an arc from vertex i to vertexj. We denote
by B" the graph B with orientation U . The incidence
matrix B(B") of an oriented graph 8" is the matrix
whose rows and columns are indexed by the vertices
and edges of B respectively, such that the i , j entry of
B(Q)is equal to 1 if the edge j is incoming to vertex i,
-1 if e d g e j is outcoming from vertex i, and 0 otherwise.

11. P r o b l e m Description

Consider N agents, moving on the plane with the following dynamics:
i.1

-

(14
Ob)

=,U,

6,= ui i = 1, .. .,N ,

where ri = xi,^,)^ is the position of agent i , U, =
( X S , G , ) ~is its velocity and ui = ( U ~ ~ , Uits
~ control
, ) ~
inputs. The heading angle of agent i , Bi,is defined as:
6'; = arctan(Gi,X;) .

Relative position vectors are denoted

(2)
cij = r;

- rj.

The control objective is to generate coordinated motion
in the same direction with constant pairwise distances
using local, decentralized control action. The control
input consists of two components (Figure 1):
U, = a,

+ ai .

+

The symmetric matrix defined as:

L(G) = B(B")B(B")T

(3)

is called the Laplacian of G and is independent of the
choice of orientation U. It is known that the Laplacian matrix captures many topological properties of the
graph. Among those, is the fact that L is always positive semidefinite, it has zero as a single eigenvalue whenever the graph is connected and the associated eigenvector is the n-dimensional vector of ones, 1, . The
second largest eigenvalue, A1 is known to convey a lot
of information about the structure of the graph and its
connectivity, hence its name "algebraic connectivity".

The first component, a,, is attributed to an artificial p u
tential field generated by a function V,, which encodes
relative position information between agent i and its
neighbors. This term ensures collision avoidance and
cohesion in the group. The second component, Q~ regulates the velocity vectors agent i to the average of that
of its neighbors.

. _ - - _ _.

IV. C o n t r o l Law w i t h Dynamic Topology
In this section we present a realization of the control
law (3) that achieves the cont.ro1objective. The steering policy of each agent is based only on local state
information from its nearest neighbors. The graph B,
represents the nearest neighboring relations:
Definition IV.l (Neighboring graph) The neighboring graph, B = {V,&},is an undirected graph consisting of:

-

a set of vertices (nodes), V = { n l , .. . ,n,v}, indexed
by the agents in the group, and

Fig. 1. Control forces acting on agent i.
The problem is to determine the input components so
that the group exhibits a stable, collision free flocking motion. This is being understood technically % a
convergence property on the agent velocity vectors and
their relative distances.

a Set of edges, & = {(n;,n j ) E V x V 1 n, * n j } , containing unordered pairs of nodes that represent neighboring relations.
Let N, denote the index set of neighbors of i,

111. Graph T h e o r y Preliminaries

N

This section presents briefly the main graph theoretic
terminology used in the paper. The interested reader
is referred to [5].

{j

I IlrijII 5 R } C {I,...,N } .

Since the agents are in motion, their relative distances
can change with time, affecting their neighboring sets.
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The time dependence of the neighboring relations gives
rise to a switching graph. For each edge incident to
agent i, we define an inter-agent potential function, Uij
which should satisfy:
Definition IV.2 (Potential function) The potential function Uij is a nonnegative function of the
distance llr,j[l between agents i and j , such that
1.

Uij(llrijI1)

-

m as llrijll

-

V. Nonsmooth Analysis Preliminaries
This section introduces briefly concepts from nonsmooth analysis and stability of nonsmooth systems.
Definition V . l ([i']) Consider the following dinerential equation in which the right hand side can be discontinuous:
x= f(x)
(5)

0,

where f : W" + W" is measurable and essentially locally
bounded and n is finite. A vector function x(.) is called
a solution of (5) on [to,tl],where if x(.) is absolutely
continuous on [to,tl] and for almost all t E [to,tl]

2. U,j attains its unique minimum when agents i
and j are located at a desired distance.

3.

Uij

is increasing near

JIrijII = R

$ = K [ f ] ( x ) ' E Z { lim f ( z i ) I x i $ A . i , U A f }
Ti-2

Function Uz, can be nonsmooth at distance llr,,11 = R,
and constant U,, = VR for [ ~ r >
z ,R,
~~
to capture the
fact that beyond this distance there is no agent interaction. One example of such a nonsmooth potential
function is the following, depicted in Figure 2:

where A l f

c W",p ( A l f )= 0

and A l c W",p ( M ) = 0.

The above definition of solutions, along with the assumpt.ion that the vector field f is measurable, guarantees the uniqueness of solutions of ( 5 ) [4].
Lyapunov stability has been extended to nonsmooth
systems [S, 11. Establishing stability results in this
framework requires working with generalized derivatives, in all cases wrhere classical derivatives cannot be
defined.
Definition V.2 ([3]) Let f be Lipsch.itz near a given
point x and let w be any vector in a Banach space X .
The generalized directional derivative o f f at x in the
direction w: denoted f " ( x ; w ) is defined as follows:

Fig. 2. A nonsmooth inter-agent potential function.

The generalized gradient, on the other hand, is generally a set of vectors, which reduces to the single classical
gradient in the case where the function is differentiable:

For agent i the (total) potential U, is formed by summing the potentials due to each of its neighbors:

Definition V.3 ([3]) The generalized gradient o f f at
x , denoted Of(.), is the subset of X * given by:

ut d ( N - INI)VR
+

U~,(II~J)

1EN,

where Nc = lN,I. The control law

01,

U, is

In the special case where X is finite dimensional, we
have the following convenient characterization of the
generalized gradient:

defined as:

Theorem V.4 ([Z]) Let z E W" and let : W" + W
be Lipschitz near x . Let R be any subset of zero measure
in W",and let R f be the set of points in W" at which f
fails to be differentiable. Then

a,

Changes in the neighboring set Ni,introduce discontinuities in the control law (4). The stability of the
discontinuous dynamics should be analyzed using differential inclusions [4]and nonsmooth analysis 131.

af(x)
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CO{

lim V f ( x i )I xt $ R ; x , $ Q f )

2i-2

Calculus based on generalized derivatives usually involves set inclusions. When functions are regular, these
inclusions can be turned to equalities.
Definition V.5 ([3]) A function f is said to be regular at x provided,
1. For all w, the usual one-sided directional

T h e o r e m VI.2 (Flocking in switching networks)
Consider a system of N mobile agents with dynamics
(I), each steered by control law (4) and assume that
the neighboring graph is connected. Then all pairwise
velocity differences converge asymptotically to zero,
collisions between the agents are avoided, and the
system approaches a configuration that minimizes all
agent potentials.

denuative f ‘ ( x ; w) ezists, and
Proof: Consider the following function:

2. for all w,f ‘ ( z ; w ) = f”(z;w)
The time (generalized) derivative of a function that is
either nonsmooth or the dynamics of its arguments is
discontinuous, is given by this special case of the uonsniooth case of the chain rule:
T h e o r e m V.6 ([9])Let z(.) be a Filippov solution to

i. = f ( 2 ) on an interval containing t and V : Rn -+ R
be a Lipschitz and is addition, Tegular function. Then
V ( z ( t ) )is absolutely continuous, $ V ( z ( t ) ) esists almost everywhere and

Function Q is continuous everywhere hut nonsmooth
whenever llrcjll = R for some (i,j) E N x N . Whenever
the neighboring graph is connected, the level sets of Q
define compact sets in the space of agent velocities and
relative distances. The set {r,, ,vi} such that Q 5 e, for
c > 0 is closed by continuity. Boundedness follows from
connectivity: from Q I c we have that Ujj 5 c. Connectivity ensnres that a path connecting nodes i and j
has length at most N - 1 . Thus IIr,jII I UG1(c(N-1)).
Similarly, vTui _< c yielding [lulli 5 4.Thus, the set

R

= {(ui,rij)

I Q i_c)

(7)

It can easily he shown that the (global) L.ipschita continuity requirement for V ( x ) can he relaxed to local. In
what follows, we are going to use the following nonsmooth version of LaSalle’s invariant principle:

is compact. The restriction of Q in Q ensures, besides
collision avoidance, the differentiability of llri - ~111,
V i , j E {I,, . ., N } . Since U;j is continuous at R, it
is locally Lipschitz. It is shown that Ujj is regular (31:

T h e o r e m V.7 ([9]) Let R be a compact set such that
every Filippov solution to the autonomous system x =
f ( x ) , x ( 0 ) = z(to)starting in R is unique and remains
in R for all t 2 to. Let V : R -t W be a time indqpendent regular function such that U IO for all U E

L e m m a VI.3 Th.e function Uij is regular everyohere
in its domain.

(if
is the empty set then this is trivially satisfied).
Then every trajectory
Define S = { x E R 1 0 E
i n R converges to the largest in,uariant set, A{, in the
closure of S.

G}.

VI. Stability Analysis
In this section we show how the decentralized control
laws (4) give rise to a coordinated flocking behavior.
Specifically, we prove that all agents of the closed loop
system (1)- (4) asymptotically attain a common velocity vector, minimize their artificial potential and avoid
collisions with their Aockmates. This happens regardless of switching in the neighboring graph, as long as
the graph remains connected a t all times:

Proof; It suffices to show regularity at of Ut,. a t R.
To simplify notation we will drop the subscripts ZJ and
denote U,(R) E VR. It is reasonable to assume that the
desired distance between two agents is smaller than the
neighborhood range, R. By Definition IV.2 therefore,
U,, will he increasing at R. For the classical directional
U(R+tw)-U(R)
derivative we have: U’(R;w) = limtlo
t
and for the derivative to make sense, let w # 0. If 20 > 0
U ( R t t w ) - V n = fi
mtio =
=
then, U’(R;w) = limtlo
t
V(Rttw)-VR
-c<o,
0. If w < 0 then U’(& w)= limtlo
t
where c is used to denote the directional derivative of
t<, a t R,in a negative direction (w< 0).

For

the generalized directional derivative, we
distinguish the same two cases:
If w 2 0,
I
then U o ( R : w ) = l i m ~ ~ pU (I
~t t, w~) - U ( d

v,-I
.o
Iims~p,,,~
t

Assumption VI.1 The nelghbonng graph D remains
connected.

110

= -limtlo

t10

v -v

If w < 0, then, U’(& w ) = l i m ~ ~ p ~ -t ~
110

Our main result is formally stated

&s

lim SUP,-R

follows:

110
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= 0.

U(,+tw)-U(y)

v(Y+tw)-u(Y)
t

=

limtio

V(R+tw)-Vn
t

~

=

I

where .$ E xy=l&,Utj, Lt is the (time-dependent)
Laplacian of the neighboring graph and V,*U, =
CjEN(
V,,Uij. Both Lt and 0,Uiare switching oT.er
time, depending on the neighboring set N, of each agent
i. Recalling that a U i j ( R ) = 0 (Lemma VI.5) and using some differential inclusion algebra for sums, (finite)
Cartesian products and multiplications with continuous
matrices [7], we obtain

Regularity of each potential function Uij is required to
ensure the regularity of U,, as a linear combination of
a finite number of regular functions [3]. The latter is
a necessary condition for all nonsmooth stability t h m
rems. The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma VI.3.

Corollary V1.4 The generalized gradient of U,j at R
is empty:
aU,j(R) = 0.
(8)

N

= - E5{u:L,u,

(10)

B.

(9)
Applying the nonsmooth version of LaSalle's principle
proposed by [Q], it follows that for initial conditions
in R, the Filippov trajectories of the system converge
to a subset of {U 1 u.,u~ E span{l}} in which i i j =
U; - u j = 0, V ( i , j ) E N x N . I n this set, the system
dynamics reduces to 8 = -(Bt @ 12)[ (V..i,Vi,)T . . I T
which implies that both 8, and 8, belong in the range
of the switching incidence matrix Bt. For a connected
graph, range(Bt) = span{l}' and therefore

Proof( of Lemma VI.5 The generalized derivative
at R along w, namely U$(R), is determined
by the expression: U$(R;w)
max{(C,w) I C E
aUij(R)}. Depending on the sign of w we distinguish
the two cases:
Uij

..I

> 0 then 0 2 Cw,which means that all C E
aU<j(R)have to be non positive;
2. if w < 0 then Cw 5 c < 0 which means that all
1. if w

C E aU,j(R)

+ u;Ltuu}.

For any graph, the right hand of (10) will be an interval
of the form [e,O],with e < 0. Therefore it is.always
q 5 0, for all q E
If the graph is connected, then
this interval contains 0 only when uz,uV E span{l}.

L e m m a VI.5 The (partial) generalized gradient of Vcj
v i t h respect to T, at R is empty:

of

i=l

i=l

Thus, Q is regular as a sum of regular functions. Another interesting fact that results from Uij being increasing a t R is t.he following, which is useful in computing the generalized time derivative of Q:

a,*Vij(R) = 0.

N

Q C ~ ( V , , U , ) T 2 . ,- v T K [ ( L , S I Z ) U ] - ~ U T V , < U <

i r , , i r , ~ s p a n { i } n s p ~ { i ) ~ ~ { o } . (11)

have to be positive.

Since the direction of w is arbitrary, aUij(R) = 0.

From the above we conclude that

Function Uij is a composition of a continuous function
U , j ( s ) from the positive reals t o the positive reals with
J \ ~ , j lThe
l.
norm l J ~ , jis
l Ja smooth (hence strictly differentiable) function of both position vectors T , , ~j when
r, # ~ j .Note that r, = ~j corresponds to collision
configurations in the exterior of R, which are naturally
excluded. Function, U i j ( s ) is locally Lipschitz and regular for all s > 0. Therefore [3]:

1. u does not change in steady state (and thus switch.
ing eventually stops), and
2. the potential Vi of each agent is minimized.

VII. Simulations
In the simulation example, the group consists of ten mobile agents with identical second order dynamics. Initial positions were generated randomly within a ball of
radius Ro = 2.5[m] centered at the origin. Initial velocities were also selected randomly with arbitrary directions and magnitude in the (0,l)(m/s] range. The interconnection graph was also generated in random and
the neighborhood radius was set to R = 2 [ m ] .Figures
3-7 depict snapshots of the system's evolution within
a time frame of 100 simulation seconds. 'The corresponding time instant is given below each Figure. The
position of each agent is represented by a small dot and
the neighboring relations by line segments connecting
them. Velocity vectors are depicted as arrows, with
their base point being the position of the corresponding agent. Dotted lines show the trajectory trails for
each agent. The system converges to an invariant set

At R where U,, is not differentiable, i3v,3U,J(R)= 0,
and thus, &,U,,(d) = 0.
Regularity of Q and the property of finite s u m of generalized gradients ensures that:

Then for the generalized time derivative of Q9
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that corresponds to a tight formation and a common
heading direction, while avoiding collisions. The shape
of the formation which the group converges to, is determined by the artificial potential functions.

the graph representing agent interconnections remains
connected at all times. Agent interconnections can be
established and lost arbitrarily without affecting stability, although convergence is shown to be closely related
to the algebraic connectivity properties of the graph.
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Fig. 4. Cohesion forces increaSe

Fig. 5. A tight formation
Fig. 6. The group moues
is created.
in the same direction.
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Fig. 7. Steady state.

VIII. Conclusions
In this paper we showed that a group of autonomous
mobile agents, in which each agent is steered using local state information from its nearest neighbors, can
asymptotically exhibit stable flocking behavior. Flocking is being understood as a collision free uniform intion in a tight formation with a cominon velocity vector. We introduced a set of control laws that guaraiitees flocking asymptotically, under the assumption that
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